


Social Studies Electives: 

Open to any student in Grades 11/12 who have finished SS10:

- History 12

- Geography 12

- Law 12

- Psychology 11 or 12

- Social Justice 12

- Economics 12

- BC First Nations 12

- Comparative Civilizations 12

(Ancient Civilizations 12) 

- Philosophy 12

- AP European History 12

- AP Economics 12

- AP Human Geography 12

- AP Psychology 12

- AP Art History



HISTORY
12

History 12 covers most world events from 1919-1991.

 Paris Peace Treaties

 Russian Revolution

 1920s & 1930s USA, Italy, and Germany

 Roosevelt, Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin

 World War II

 The Cold War period

 Korean War, Vietnam War, Cuban Missile Crisis, and the Berlin Wall

 Revolution in China, Chairman Mao

 Independence of India and Gandhi

 The Middle East, Creation of Israel, Persian Gulf War

 The changing role of Women, Apartheid in South Africa, race 
relations in the USA



HISTORY
12

If you like famous people, watching movies, awesome stories and 
learning why the world you live in is this way, History 12 is for you.

Come check out History 12, you’ll be glad you did! 

See Mr. Thiessen (Rm 203) for more information.



If you have ever heard about:

Machiavelli Hitler

Martin Luther Stalin

John Calvin

Gorbachev Louis XIV

Thatcher Peter the Great

Catherine the Great

Newton

Hobbes & Locke Galileo

Cecil Rhodes

Metternich Giuseppe Garibaldi

Bismarck

… Come check out AP Euro



AP Euro studies the events of Europe from 1450-2001

 Renaissance and Exploration

 Protestants vs. Catholics

 Crazy Kings and Queens

 The Enlightenment

 Scientific Revolution, French Revolution and Napoleon

 Industrial Revolution, Imperialism

 World War I, Russian Revolution, World War II

 The Cold War

This is not an easy AP class, but it is an interesting AP course.

See Mr. Thiessen (rm 203) for more information.



S

Psychology 12
Open to all Grade 11 and 12 students

Open to all students in Grade 11 and 12. 

These courses are introductory courses to the basic principles, theories, and 

phenomena associated with Psychology –

the study of  human behaviour and mental processes.  Some topics of  study include: 

- Nature vs. Nurture

- Sensation and Perception

- Neuroscience (Brain & Behaviour)

- Developmental Psychology 

- Intelligence

- Emotion

- Social Psychology

- States of Consciousness

- Personality

- Motivation 

- Stress & Health 

- Memory

See Ms. Carey or Ms. Mihic for more 

information regarding Psychology. 



AP Psychology 12
This Advanced Placement Course is open to students in Grade 11 or 12. Please 

note this course is very fast-paced AP course with a lot of content, concepts, and 
over 1400 vocabulary terms to know for the AP Exam in May. 

Psychology is the systematic and scientific study of the behavior and mental 
processes of human beings and other animals. Students in AP Psych are exposed 
to the psychological facts, principles, and phenomena associated with each of the 

major subfields within psychology. 

This course covers the following topics: 

- History and Approaches 

- Learning

- Social Psychology 

- States of Consciousness

- Biological Bases of Behaviour 

- Sensation & Perception 

- Developmental Psychology 

- Personality

- Intelligence

- Thinking, Language and Memory

- Motivation, Stress & Emotion

- Abnormal Psychology & Therapies 



AP Psychology 12
The AP Psychology course is an amazing course but has a lot of content. This is not 

an easy course and it is expected that each student will keep up with their readings 

and assignments. 

For any questions regarding AP Psychology, please see Ms. Carey or Ms. Mihic



Ancient 
Civilizations 12

(Comparative Civ 12)

Have you ever marveled at all the 
amazing cultures of the world?

Wondered about human development?

Wanted to learn more about…

human innovation        technology

Art    architecture 

Culture   thought development

structures of power

religion 

through the ages, around the world?



Ancient Civilizations

(People Through the Ages)
We explore early human 
development, and then study a variety 
of ancient cultures from around the 
world, which may include:

 Mesopotamia
 Egypt 
 China 
 Greece
 Rome 
 India
 Maya, Inca, Aztec
 African Kingdoms
 Islamic Middle East

We will also explore:

 Rise of Feudalism (Europe, Japan)
 Renaissance 

Through movies, visuals and stories, 
we will also look at the mysteries of 
humankind and the wonders of the 
world!



LAW 12 

Mr. Salatellis & Mr. Sokugawa

The relevance of legal studies extends beyond students’ 

need to know about the legal system and content of law. 

Students also need to understand the role of law and the 

benefits of the legal system. Legally literate students are 

more likely to become active, informed, and productive 

citizens, and are better equipped to participate effectively 

in a democratic society and recognize what conduct is 

regulated by law.

Law 12 fosters skills and attitudes that enhance students’ 

abilities to address legal, social, and ethical issues, and 

reflect critically on the role of law in society. The study of 

law also promotes the skills and abilities needed to clearly 

express ideas, argue effectively and logically, and 

accurately interpret the written word.



LAW
Human

Rights

Law

Criminal

Law

Tort

Law

Property

Law

International

Law

Contract

Law

Administrative

Law

Family

Law

Types of Law



Foundations of Law Criminal Law

Civil Law Family Law

 Students will investigate 
topics about why society 
criminalizes certain 
behaviours, what 
constitutes a crime, and 
how society deals with 
criminal behaviour.

 Students will study the 
various laws and principles 
that govern family life, 
specifically as they relate to 
marriage, divorce, and 
responsibilities to children.

 A look into the sources, 
roles, and purposes of 
law in our society.  Basic 
structures and processes 
that are used to 
administer and enforce 
the law will be discussed.

 Civil Law looks into two 
segments: 

 Tort Law - deals with 
disputes between parties 
and wrongs done to one 
another, while 

 Contract Law - looks at 
the various agreements 
(formal & informal) 
made between groups.



The study of Law 12 includes:

 Field Trips to the Law Courts 
(Supreme/Appeal Courts), Police 
Museum, & other events. 

 Guest Speakers –
John Howard Society, Corrections 
Canada, lawyers, police officers, 
etc.

Please see Mr. Salatellis or Mr. Sokugawa
for more information about Law 12. 



ECONOMICS 12
CANADIAN ECONOMY

▪ The grade 12 Economics course is meant to be a 
comprehensive and practical study of the Canadian 
and global economy, covering the main issues in 
both microeconomics and macroeconomics. 

▪ It examines the role of participants in the economy from the 
individual consumer to the entrepreneur, to corporations and 
the influence exerted by government and NGO’s (non 
governmental organizations). The course also examines 
theoretical economic models such as the market system 
(capitalism) and planned system (command) and their real world 
application. Other topics to be explored are; price theory, 
economic indices, market forces, international trade, business 
organization, finance, investment, unions, employment and 
unemployment, taxation, and social programs.  

▪ On a daily basis (through the use of multi-media, internet, and 
newspapers), we examine the real world application of economic 
concepts to local, provincial, national and international decision-
making.

Mr. J. 
Lekakis



FAST FACTS ABOUT ECONOMICS 12:

▪ The course is a study of the Canadian economy and your role in it.

▪ The year is divided into two parts:
▪ Macroeconomics (think big – the entire national economy)

▪ Microeconomics (think small – individual consumers and 
businesses)

▪ This course is intended for students interested in studying business, 
financial investing or interested in starting a business.

▪ Economics 12 counts towards fulfilling university admission criteria.



AP Economics

[Macroeconomics/Microeconomics]



This course is divided into 2 equal parts:

Macroeconomics 

• The purpose of an AP 
Macroeconomics is to give 
students a thorough  
understanding of the principles 
of economics that apply to an 
economic system as  a whole. 

• Think “big picture” – the overall 
economy

• AP Macro puts emphasis on the 
study of national income and 
price-level determination, and 
also develops students’ 
familiarity with economic  
performance measures, the 
financial sector, stabilization 
policies, economic growth, and 
international economics.

Microeconomics

• The purpose of an AP course in 
microeconomics is to give students 
a thorough  understanding of the 
principles of economics that apply 
to the functions of individual 
decision makers, both consumers 
and producers, within the 
economic system.

• Think “small scale” –
individuals/businesses

• AP Micro places primary 
emphasis on the nature and 
functions of product markets, and 
includes the study of factor 
markets and of the role of 
government in promoting greater 
efficiency and equity in the 
economy. 



Geography 12 
The study of our earth… physical features, human impact, 

earthquakes, volcanoes, super storms, global warming, 

mining, resource management, fresh water supplies, 

pollution, the world ocean crisis, biomes, weather, 

gradational features, tectonic features, human geography 

and the economic imprint and more! 

Geography is not all about maps and rocks! We study one 

rock… the THIRD ROCK FROM THE SUN. 



Geography 12 is a Canada-wide University Entrance Course.

We study the forces that change and shape our physical 

geography AND examine how humans impact our planet. 

Please see Ms. Carey for more information about Geography 12. 

Sailing Trips, Field Trips up Indian Arm by Boat, Camping 

Trips, and more! 



Our World is constantly changing and people are, in 
many respects, responsible for these changes. 

AP Human Geography helps students to understand the 
impact that the human race has on their environment. 

AP Human Geography 12 



Geographic themes (including 5 Themes of 
Geography)

Population
Migration
World Religions
Culture
Geopolitics,
Economics and Industrialization
Urbanization
Globalization. 

Topics Covered in AP Human Geography

Students will learn to appreciate the complexities of our 
modern interconnected world and think critically about 
what they see, read, and hear about their world and 
become a global citizen.





Social Justice 12
Ms. Alves – Room 210 

The aim of Social Justice 12 is to raise students’ awareness of social injustice, to enable them to analyze situations from 
a social justice perspective, and to provide them with knowledge, skills, and an ethical framework to advocate for a 
socially just world.

A progressive, democratic country values diversity and inclusion. It also fosters caring and fair communities. Social 
Justice 12 promotes the pursuit of social justice as an important responsibility for all, and encourages students to 
develop the commitment and ability to work toward a more just society. The course includes an emphasis on action, 
providing opportunities for students to examine models of social change and implement strategies to address social 
injustice.

The goals of Social Justice 12 are to enable students to: 
* acquire knowledge that allows them to recognize and understand the causes of injustice 
* apply critical thinking and ethical reasoning skills to a variety of social justice issues 
* develop an understanding of what it means to act in a socially just manner 
* become responsible agents of change, making positive contributions toward a 

socially just world 

Topics include: 
- gender identity, racism, homelessness, human rights & freedoms, and more! 



This course examines the roots of  Phi losophical  ideas and 
concepts.  Through discussions,  presentations,  readings,  
phi losopher cafes,  and more,  we wi l l  begin to develop a c learer 
understanding of  phi losophical  thought.  

What is Philosophy? 
Phi losophy is  the study of  general  and fundamental  problems,  such 
as  those connected with real i ty,  existence,  knowledge,  values,  
reason,  mind,  and language

PHILOSOPHY 12

Philosophy began by attempting to answer two deceptively simple questions:
What can we know? and  How should we live our lives?

These questions in turn gave rise to others: 
Can we ever have absolutely certain knowledge? What constitutes a good reason for 
believing something? Must we always have evidence in order to know? Are there 
things about the world that are in principle impossible to know? Are mind and body 
distinct? Are people ever really free? Is there a God? Do numbers exist? Is beauty in the 
eye of the beholder? Why should we obey the law? Under what conditions is it right to 
restrict a person’s liberty? Is capital punishment immoral? Do trees have rights? How 
can moral disagreements be rationally settled? Which takes precedence over the 
other, the Right or the Good? What is truth? Is the sentence “This sentence is false” 
true or false?

Over the centuries, questions such as these have given rise to the main great sub 
disciplines within philosophy, including epistemology (the theory of knowledge), 
metaphysics (the theory of being), logic (the theory of reason and of inference), 
value theory (including ethics, politics and aesthetics), and the history of philosophy. For any questions please see 

Ms. Manderson or Ms. Carey for 
more information on Philosophy. 



AP Art History
Why take AP Art History? 

• Humans have expressed their 
beliefs and ideas through art 
since  pre-historic time to 
present day!

• Gain insight into the techniques 
and mysteries of historical and 
contemporary paintings and 
architecture!

• Art History is for anyone who 
likes to travel, has an interest in 
the arts  & architecture, or is 
planning to attend post 
secondary!

• It is a must for all Studio AP 
students and Film ACE-IT, history 
buffs!

• Learn world history through the 
eyes of artists! 


